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Abstract Integrated systems health management (ISHM)
is an enabling technology used to preserve safe and reliable
operation of complex engineering systems. It also helps in
reducing processing and operation time, manpower and cost,
and increasing system availability and utility. ISHM includes
various technologies ranging from design, analysis, build,
and verify to operate and maintain. Prognostics is one of the
most challenging and beneficial aspects of ISHM. Knowl-
edge of the remaining useful life using prognostics can make
a significant paradigm shift in ISHM. Researchers that have
new interest in prognostics need to read hundreds of articles
to have a complete picture about prognostics and its relation
to other disciplines. Our contribution to solving this problem
is by introducing the first comprehensive vision about prog-
nostics as a part of ISHM in a single literature review paper.
We focus on prognostics benefits, approaches, applications,
and challenges. This paper can be considered as the starting
point for studying prognostics and health management.
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Abbreviations
AFRL Air Force Research Laboratory
AI Artificial intelligence
AIT Assembly integration and testing
AL Automatic logistic
ANN Artificial neural networks
ANFIS Adaptive neural fuzzy inference system
CALCE Center of Advanced Life Cycle Engineering
CBM Condition-based maintenance
CRA Cumulative relative accuracy
DL-EBF Dynamically linked ellipsoidal basis function
DoD Department of Defense
EMA Electro-mechanical actuators
EMOO Evolutionary multiobjective optimization
EoL End of life
EoUP End of useful prediction
GPR Gaussian process regression
HCI Human-centered interface
IP Information processor
ISHM Integrated systems health management
IVHM Integrated Vehicle health management
JSF Joint strike fighter
LRU Line replaceable units
MODSS Multiobjective decision support system
MTBF Mean time between failures
OpSIM Operational simulator
O&S Operation and support
OSA-CBM Open systems architecture for condition-based
maintenance
PDSM Prognostics decision support mechanism
PCoE prognostics center of excellence
PH Prognostics horizon
PHM Prognostics and health management
PoF Physics of failure
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PWA Printed wired assembly
RA Relative accuracy
ROI Return on investment
REDI-PRO Real time engine diagnostics-prognostics
RTVs Relevance training vectors
RUL Remaining useful life
RVM Relevance vector machine
SATWG StrategicAvionicsTechnologyWorkingGroup
TEDANN Turbine engine diagnostics using artificial
neural networks
TOC Total ownership cost
UML Unified modeling language
UTC United Technology Company
UUT Unit under test
VMC Vehicle management computer
VON Vehicle operations network
Introduction
Monitoring and maintenance have been always around. Due
to rapid increase in engineering systems complexity, espe-
cially transportation vehicles, complete, and integrated sys-
tem for vehicle fault detection, diagnostics, failure prognos-
tics, maintenance planning, operation decision support, and
decision making, was needed and became a huge challenge.
NASA was the first organization interested in ISHM (or
IVHM) since the IVHM panel was established by NASA
SATWG in 1990.
The implementation of ISHM leads to the following ben-
efits [1]:
• improving system safety and reliability which increases
the probability of mission success;
• reducing processing and operation time, manpower, and
costs;
• increasing system availability and utility
Prognostics is one of the most difficult and challenging
aspects in ISHM. It is considered as the game-changing
technology that can push the boundary of systems health
management [2]. Using prognostics implies a reduction in
complex system O&S cost and life cycle TOC as well as
safety improvement [3]. Estimating the RUL of the system,
subsystem, and components makes a paradigm shift in both
system’s maintenance and operation. Prognostics has many
benefits. The following are just to name a few:
• itmoves the strategy ofmaintenance and decisionmaking
from being reactive to be proactive [4];
• secondary damage reduction;
• reconfiguration and replaning in case of failure to opti-
mally use the RUL of the failed parts and complete the
mission safely [5];
• maintenance planning, enhancement of logistic support,
and alerting the crew about the impending failure;
• knowledge of hidden evolving fault (due to normal
internal system tear, wear, and degradation) from mul-
tidimensional and spars sensors data.
Due to lack of standardization, prognostics can be considered
an art rather than a science. Need for prognostics standard-
ization inspires researchers to develop a standard framework
of prognostics and its performance metrics. Saxena et al. [6]
presented a very good and comprehensive summary about
almost all measures that can be used for prognostics per-
formance evaluation based on end user objectives. Saxena et
al. [7] introduced four new prognostics-specific performance
metrics. Standardization of prognostics research methods
takes a lot of attention due to its impact on technology devel-
opment [8]. Voisin et al. [9] developed a global formalization
of the generic prognosis business process.
So far, there is no literature that gives a wide and complete
vision about prognostics. If one would like to have a clear
understanding of all topics related to prognostics, it will be
a difficult and time-consuming task. It may take months to
just collect articles about prognostics. Reading and under-
standing all of these articles, especially for new prognostics
researchers, is not easy because each article addresses only
single or few topics. So we decided to write this literature
review about prognostics to aid the research community to
find a thorough, clear, wide and complete overview about
prognostics in a single piece of paper. New prognostics
researchers can start by reading this paper and then select
which topic he/she is interested in. It will also help the dis-
cipline itself, since originating concepts is needed for any
growing technology.
The paper is organized as follows.
Section 3 gives an overview about ISHM and its benefits,
and discusses about how the idea of ISHM started and its
challenges.
Section 4 talks thoroughly about prognostics and its rela-
tion to health management, shows how prognostics has
improved and can be applied in several areas, describes dif-
ferent prognostics approaches, advantages and disadvantages
of each approach and how multiple approaches can be com-
bined together to produce better results, and finally discusses
the prognostics challenges and how to deal with all of these
challenges.
Section 5 presents the summary and conclusion.
Integrated systems health management (ISHM)
Due to the complexity in safety critical engineering systems,
traditional ways for system operation and maintenance are
not efficient. Failure in such systems can be catastrophic and
causes loss of lives or at least mission aborts.
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Fig. 1 Overall ISHM process
To ensure safe and reliable operation, systems must be
continuously and fully monitored. Correct and timely deci-
sion must be taken at all stages of the system life cycle from
design to O&S in an integrated way.
ISHM helps in fault prevention, mitigation and recovery
during operation [10].
Maintainers, logisticians, engineers, safety persons, mis-
sion planners and program managers benefit from ISHM
[11]. ISHM also helps system designers, developers, and
testers to improve their systems using the feedback data about
system field operation and behavior.
ISHM has many incomplete definitions. Some of these
definitions do not consider design, development, and test
stages as a part of ISHM. Others neglect logistics, resources
allocation, and the decision-making process. The defini-
tion of ISHM must cover all stages of the whole system
life cycle. We see ISHM as an integrated process that is
applied to the systems, subsystems, and components from
its birth as an idea to its EoL to preserve its health and the
desired performance and in the same time ensures safety,
availability, reliability, and autonomy and minimize cost.
This process integrates system design, development, test-
ing, and evaluation with fault detection, fault diagnosis, and
failure prognosis as well as decision support and decision
making into a comprehensive system that uses all gathered
information, operational demands, and available resources to
take appropriate decisions about mission planning, resources
allocation, required reconfiguration, maintenance strategies,
logistic support, and management strategies taking into con-
sideration closing the loop between each consecutive steps
as shown in Fig. 1.
Origin and revolution
Interests in ISHM started when the NASA Office of Space
Flight identifies IVHM as the highest priority technology for
present and future space transportation systems [1]. That is,
the concept started and applied only for vehicles and was
known as IVHM. As the systems are growing and their com-
plexity are increasing, this concept crossed the transportation
vehicles and became preferable for systems and subsystems;
then the term changed to be ISHM. To avoid confusion, the
two terms IVHM and ISHM are applicable.
InNovember 1989,NASAStrategicTransportationAvion-
ics Technology Symposium was held, and then in 1990 the
SATWG was established. SATWG initiated some activities
and formed panels to fulfill these activities. One of these pan-
els was the IVHM panel which focuses on IVHM planning
andNASA/industry interaction. IVHMheld severalmeetings
and then definition of IVHM requirements; determination of
NASA, DOD, and industry desires, needs and capabilities;
and determination of IVHM technology needs, goals, and
objectives were significantly built up [1].
After NASA published its first document in ISHM
“Research and Technology Goals and Objectives for Inte-
grated Vehicle Health Management”, a big attention from
research community, industry, and governments has been
drawn to the importance of this new technology. Some
standards are published as an attempt to unify the used
concepts and methodologies. ISO-13374-1 [12] defines the
blocks of functionality of condition monitoring system and
input/output for each block in Fig. 2.
OSA-CBM [13] is an implementation of ISO-13374. ISO-
13372 [14] defines terms relating to conditionmonitoring and
diagnostics of machines. ISO-17359 [15] sets out guidelines
for the general procedures to be considered when setting up
a condition monitoring program for machines. These stan-
dards are part of a huge series of condition monitoring and
diagnostics of machines standards.
NASA Ames Research Center and the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory are playing a huge rule in ISHM systems devel-
opment. The United States DoD forces project managers to
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Fig. 2 Data processing and
information flows [12]
consider diagnostic, prognostic, system health management,
and automatic identification technologies [16].
In 2009, NASA launched the IVHM project to develop
validated tools, technologies, and techniques for automated
detection, diagnosis, and prognosis that enable mitigation of
adverse events during flight [17]. The goals of this project
coincide with the goals of:
• The aviation safety program.
• The agency roles and responsibilities for NASA.
• The 2007 national plan for aeronautics research and
development-related infrastructure.
• The 2007 next-generation air transportation system
research and development plan.
This project shows the technical approaches for ISHM at
different levels (Fig. 3) and 5 years roadmap with its major
milestones.
Air Force Research Laboratory defines ISHMarchitecture
and set near-term, mid-term, and far-term technology goals
[18]. It also defines a roadmap to achieve these goals [19].
Nevertheless, many ISHM programs have been initiated,
but fewof themcould be considered as a complete and perfect
example. This is due to the gap between health management
user objectives and engineering development [5].
In an unprecedented step to increase understanding and
deliver higher level of ISHM professionals, Cranfield Uni-
versity offered Master of Science in IVHM [20].
A lot of efforts havebeen exerted in ISHMtoobtainmature
andwidespread systems. Additional efforts need to be under-
taken to enable widespread adoption of ISHM and resolve its
challenges.
Challenges
Nevertheless, ISHM is rapidly improving; it faces some chal-
lenges which hold it back. NASA addressed two challenges
in its IVHM project [17] and considered it critical:
• Developing tools and techniques that combine mes-
sages from single aircraft health management system and
results from analysis of fleet-wide health management
system into an integrated real-time automated reasoning
and decision-making system.
• Avoiding system/component malfunctions and failures
because of the difficulties in detecting, diagnosing, and
mitigating hardware faults and failures in-flight with
the existing technologies. These failures can imply
catastrophic accidents.
Wheeler et al. [5] presented the following ISHM challenges:
• Deployment of the ISHMsystemdue to the big difference
between ISHM user objectives and engineering develop-
ment.
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Fig. 3 Levels of research within IVHM and the logical flow from foundational research to project-level goals [17]
• Ability to quantify exactly the benefits of the newly devel-
oped ISHM.
• Difficulties to provide aviation systems with effective
ISHM system.
• Resolving tasks of aging and expected life and cost vs.
benefit.
Prognostics
Prognostics is located at the heart of ISHM. It resides at
level 3 of technical approaches for ISHM Fig. 3 and is
one of the main blocks of functionality of the condition
monitoring system (Fig. 2). It also appears in a long duration
time scale for ISHM systems [21] Fig. 4.
Prognostics is one of the top ten challenges in NASA
aviation safety program. It plays the most important role in
improving system safety, reliability, and availability.
Prognostics itself is not a new concept, since humans
are anxious about what will happen in the future to either
avoid catastrophes or at least cope with it. Also in busi-
ness, the coal miner used to put canaries into the mine
to know in advance the level of oxygen: it is bad if the
canary dies. Prognostics played a historical rule in medi-
cine and is considered as a matured technology that has its
special impact on patient management tasks [22]. On the
other hand, prognostics is still a developing technology in
engineering.
The word prognostics is originally a Greek word
“progignôskein” that means to know in advance. In engi-
neering, prognostics can be defined as the process of RULs
estimation of system/subsystem/component that is degrad-
ing due to either normal operation (no fault symptoms) or
detected fault. This RUL estimation should:
• guarantee safe operation to EoL;
• output multiple RULs due to different failure modes;
• combine RULs with an uncertainty index to be trusted.
We take into consideration:
• historical normal and faulty operational data;
• current and future scenarios (operating and environmen-
tal conditions, maintenance actions);
• manufacturing data, e.g., failure modes effect and criti-
cality analysis and material conditions and variations.
As long as prognostics is concerned about future knowledge
of system health and condition, it can make an evolution
in maintenance and operation support. It comes with new
concepts such as CBM and PHM. Prognostics can be seen as
a revolutionary discipline that can change the whole world
of complex engineering system life cycle management.
Among a lot of the prognostics benefits, it introduces the
following to the engineering world:
• minimization of machines downtime and better produc-
tivity [23];
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Fig. 4 ISHM block diagram
[21]
• moving from fail and fix strategy to predict and prevent
[9];
• reduction of inventory due to the knowledge beforehand
about the time to failure; this knowledge allows planners
to order only the needed spare parts when required;
• total life cycle cost management optimization due to
improvement of CBM using prognostics [24];
• unseen degradation detected and projected from system-
monitored parameters.
Figure 5 shows some benefits of diagnostics and prognostics.
Here, we are concerned about prognostics.
Prognostics and health management (PHM)
Prognostics itself is useful because it supplies the decision
maker with early warning about the expected time to sys-
tem/subsystem/component failure and let him decide about
appropriate actions to deal with this failure. The benefit from
prognostics can be flourished if its information is used as
the main source to system health management. PHM is the
emerging engineering discipline that links studies of failure
mechanisms to system life cycle management [8].
PHM can be seen, as the process involves system
monitoring, fault detection, isolation, and identification
(fault diagnostics), failure prognostics, and action taken
(e.g., required logistics, maintenance,… etc.) to improve
safety and reduce maintenance cost. Pecht and Kumar [25]
proposed a generic management methodology for PHM
Fig. 6.
Prognostics is very essential for PHM. It plays the most
effective rule because it represents the predictive part in
PHM, which enables no surprises for PHM users especially
themaintainers. The location of prognostics in PHMis shown
in Fig. 7.
PHMcan also change the strategy in the systemdesign and
development by achieving high system reliability without
adding many redundant devices. High reliability is achieved
by replacing static reliability of the system calculated in
design phase by online dynamic reliability calculation in
actual operating conditions.
The main objective of creating the PHM system is to
maximize ROI by combining different maintenance strate-
gies (e.g., scheduled maintenance, condition-based main-
tenance, and predictive maintenance) to achieve optimum
cost-effectiveness versus performance decisions [26].
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Fig. 5 Diagnostics and
prognostics benefits [4]
Fig. 6 CALCE Prognostics and
health management
methodology [25]
Bonissone [27] made a good representation of PHM
functional architecture (Fig. 8) based on domain knowl-
edge and time. The architecture combines all PHM aspects
in a descriptive way that shows the relation between each
PHM functional block. It also relates different PHM com-
ponent parts to the relevance decision-making process based
on a segmentation of decision time horizon. This segmen-
tation is: single decisions (one time); multiple, repeated
decisions (tactical, operational, and strategic); life cycle
decisions.
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Fig. 7 Prognostics in PHM [11]
PHM is quickly evolving because many organizations
have started recognizing the benefits of applying the PHM
systems. Rolls-Royce has a long history in applying PHM
concepts in aeronautics, especially in engines healthmanage-
ment [28]. The BAE systems established a project for fleet
healthmonitoring andmachine learning technology forCBM
and applied this system to heavy duty transit bus to enable
fleet health management remotely in different cities [29].
The Xerox Company found that embedded and remote
PHM can be the key to achieve customer satisfaction with
minimum overhead due to after sale service [30]. General
Electric developed a PHMproject for aircraft turbine engines
that are already in service [31]. This project focuses on
satisfying user needs by applying all PHM aspects (sense,
diagnostics, prognostics, and decision making) to already in
service engines resulting in reduction in system O&S cost,
reduction, or elimination of maintenance tasks, improve-
ment of mission planning, and enhancement of prognostics
capability. UTC and Pratt and Whitney created a general-
ized PHM value model to identify different values to cus-
tomers and providers and correlate these values to concrete
metrics [32].
The F-35 JSF aircraft is a complete and comprehensive
example of applying PHM concepts. PHM for JSF is the key
enabler for its AL support [33]. AL allows reduction in logis-
tics footprint, safety improvement, increase sortie generation
rate, and reduction in O&S cost. PHM allows fault detection
and isolation in real time onboard the aircraft for allmain sys-
tems and subsystems. It also allows failure prognostics for
a selected critical systems and components. Recommended
actions are also displayed for pilot when needed to avoid
the predicted failure. The PHM capability for JSF aircraft is
the main reason for using single engine aircraft with high
reliability as dual engines.
Prognostics approaches
Prognostics approaches are classified in different ways.
Sometimes, the classification is based on the type of available
data and knowledge about the system.Another time prognos-
tics approaches are classified according to the type of the used
methodology. The prognostics system developers can bene-
fit from these classifications in algorithm selection based on
available background about the system and suitable forecast-
ing techniques. Prognostics approaches classification also
helps in identifying what techniques from other technologies
can be used in prognostics algorithms development. A key
point about prognostics approaches classification is build-
ing a way to obtain a standard methodology for prognostics
applications development within a standard framework.
In general, prognostics approaches can be classified into
four types:
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Fig. 8 PHM functional architecture [27]




We prefer this classification because it combines almost all
used prognostics techniques.
The complexity, cost, and accuracy of prognostics tech-
niques is inversely proportional to its applicability (Fig. 9).
Increasing prognostics algorithm accuracy with low cost and
complexity is a big challenge.
Reliability-based approach
Experienced-based prognostics, life usage model, or statis-
tical reliability-based approach are different names for the
same approach. This approach is used mainly for uncriti- Fig. 9 Prognostic approaches [24]
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Fig. 10 Experienced-based prognostics [25]
cal, unmonitored components that do not have a physical
model and are mass produced. In this approach, assessing the
health of individual components in real time considering the
operating and environmental conditions is not considered. It
depends only on massive historical data about the same com-
ponents population and its average rate of failure.MTBFwas
obtained mainly from the original equipment manufacturer
and updated during the field operation. This method can be
used to be the driver for scheduled maintenance, the main-
tenance interval of which can be calculated based on the
historical usage of a large set of components or on the accel-
erated tests in case of insufficient data about MTBF of newly
used components. Techniques used for this method are solely
based on statistics, e.g., Weibull analysis and log-normal and
Poisson laws [34]. Figure 10 is a simple representation of this
methodology.
The advantages of this approach dwells in its simplicity
and can be easily applied. It does not require any knowl-
edge about failure modes or system operation. Although the
simplicity of this method, it has many drawbacks. The main
problem about replacing a part at every fixed interval is that
the component-specific conditions are not considered caus-
ing either early replacement of working component or late
replacement that implies component failure before replace-
ment. It is also hard and inaccurate to apply this approach
to newly developed components, because it requires massive
failure historical data.
Physics-based prognostics
PoF-based prognostics is one of the major methodologies
used for prognostics. It is located on the top of the pyra-
mid of prognostics approaches Fig. 9. In this approach, a
physical model for the system or component is developed.
This physical model is a mathematical representation of fail-
ure modes and degradation phenomenon. To establish this
model, a thorough understanding of the system/component
physics is required. In addition to knowledge about the sys-
tem, knowledge about operating conditions and life cycle
loads applied to the system/component are also required.
Modeling of the system can be at a micro level, i.e., mod-
eling the effect of stresses into the material by establishing
for example a finite element model. Another level of model-
ing is to establish a macro-level model. A macro-level model
is based on the first principle knowledge about the system to
model the relation between its component parts. Modeling
is performed by mathematical equations such as modeling
degradation of turbofan engines as a function of efficiency
loss and flow [35].
After establishing the systemmodel, an in situ monitoring
of the system is performed, then system diagnosis is used to
assess its performance. The model can use the knowledge
about the current system health and future scenario about the
load exposure to forecast RUL. Figure 11 shows a description
of PoF methodology for prognostics [36].
Physics-based prognostics has been applied to the systems
in which their degradation phenomenon can be mathe-
matically modeled such as in gearbox prognostic module
[24], residual-based failure prognostic in dynamic systems
(applied to hydraulic system) [34], and military LRU prog-
nostics [37].
Thismethodology is very efficient and descriptive because
system degradation modeling depends on laws of nature. It is
also accurate and precise, but accuracy and precision depend
on model fidelity [8]. The advantages of this approach are
that it is easy to validate, certificate, and verify.
There are somedrawbacks and limitations of this approach
that hold it back from being widely spread such as: develop-
ing a high fidelity model for RUL estimation is very costly,
time consuming, and computationally intensive and some-
times it could not be obtained. Also, if this expensive model
is obtained, it will be component/system specific and its
reusability will be very limited to other similar cases. For all
of these reasons, sometimes the next approach (data-driven)
is used instead of the physics-based one.
Data-driven prognostics
Data-driven prognostics approach is the recommended tech-
niquewhen the feasibility study implies a difficulty of obtain-
ing a PoF degradation model. Although the physics-based
approach is preferable because of its accuracy, precision,
and real-time performance, the data-driven prognostics is
more widely spread than the physics-based one in the PHM
community. This wealth of available applications based on
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Fig. 11 Physics of failure prognostics [36]
Fig. 12 the ISHM algorithm [2]
data-driven prognostics is due to its quick implementation
and deployment. Data-driven approachmainly relies on tech-
niques from AI which has its readymade tools that could be
applied directly with minor modifications. The low cost of
algorithms development and no or little knowledge required
about system physics make this approach preferable by prog-
nostics system developers.
The idea about this approach is to use themeasured perfor-
mance parameters of the system, e.g., pressure, temperature,
speed, vibration, current …, etc. to create a model that cor-
relates these parameters variation to system degradation and
fault progression and then use this model for RUL estima-
tion. The creation of this model is solely based on techniques
from soft computing, e.g., ANN, fuzzy logic, neuro-fuzzy,
support vector machine, RVM…, etc., and sometimes tech-
niques from statistics such as regression analysis. Techniques
from soft computing are preferable than statistics because of
their ability for noise rejection and learning hidden relations
betweenparameters.Data-driven techniques canbe classified
into conventional numerical methods and machine learning
methods Fig. 12.
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The key requirement for data-driven prognostics algo-
rithm development is the availability of multivariate his-
torical data about system behavior. These data must cover
all phases of system normal and faulty operation as well
as degradation scenarios under certain operating condition.
Availability of these data for algorithm training is a challeng-
ing task, but once the data are available, the creation of the
algorithm will not be a matter.
Three methods can be used to obtain run to failure data
for prognostics algorithm development: (1) fielded applica-
tions; (2) experimental test beds; (3) computer simulations
[38]. Fielded applications suffer from that the systems con-
tinuously monitored rarely fail, whereas failed systems do
not have sufficient sensors. In the same time when data are
available, proprietary issues pan these data to be available
for public use. Experimental test beds are costly, danger-
ous, and time consuming. Accelerated agingmay not contain
all failure modes. Computer simulation is complex and dif-
ficult, because building a high-fidelity simulation model is
not an easy task, but once this model is available, computer
simulation can be considered the best way to acquire run
to failure data [38]. PCoE at intelligent system divisions in
NASAAmes research center provides a huge data repository
for prognostics algorithm development that is available for
public use [39].
Data-driven methodology is mainly used at systems and
subsystems level that experience gradual degradation. These
systems/subsystems are equipped with multiple sensors that
can monitor its operating behavior.
There are two ways for RUL estimation using data-driven
approach: either to use the developedmodel of systembehav-
ior to directly calculate the remaining useful system life or
to use this model for system health state estimation and then
extrapolate or project the system health to obtain the degra-
dation curve until it intersects with the failure threshold to
calculate RUL [40].
Pecht and Kumar [25] presented a methodology for data-
driven algorithm development. This methodology starts with
functional consideration of the system, i.e., system analysis
including its limitations, operating and environmental condi-
tions, and performing the feasibility study for applying this
algorithm. The next step is data acquisition from sensors in
real time. These data represents system behavior and should
contain all of its healthy and faulty modes. During this step,
data preprocessing is performed to enhance data for future
use. Data preprocessing includes data cleaning, normaliza-
tion, and noise reduction. After data preparation, features
related to system health degradation are selected. Monotonic
feature behavior is preferable in this context. Then the base-
line definition and data model creation based on the prepared
trainingdata are created for systemhealth assessment. In real-
time operation, the diagnostics system catches a variation in
system performance and then performing fault isolation and
identification. After fault identification, the prognostics sys-
tem is triggered for RUL estimation Fig. 13.
Of course, these steps are not mandatory because some-
times the situation changes from one system to another, but it
can be used as a guideline for prognostics system developers.
In some cases, diagnostics system could not catch the starting
of system degradation, because the degradation phenomenon
could not be monitored. This happens when the degradation
is due to internal system wears and tears and it is too difficult
to have direct sensor readings of its deviation from normal
values. In this case, using AI techniques to learn the relation
between monitored parameters and system health is the best
solution.Many tools from the data mining community can be
used to discover the hidden relationships between the mon-
itored parameters to explain the strange behavior of system
degradation.
Usage of data-driven prognostics has many advantages
such as no system knowledge is required, it is fast and easy to
implement, the algorithm can be tuned to be used for another
system, and hidden relations about the system behavior may
be learned.
A lot of prognostics applications are based on the data-
driven methodology. The very famous data-driven solutions
are presented in the 2008 PHM conference (PHM08) data
challenge competition where training and test data are
provided for unknown complex engineering systems. The
objective was to estimate RUL for this system in the test
data where no information about system physics or even
system type was provided. It was a pure data-driven prob-
lem. Heimes [41] used recurrent neural network trained by
extended Kalman filter to solve this problem. Wang, Yu,
Siegel, and Lee [42] used similarity-based prognostics to
tackle the PHM08 problem. The wining algorithm for this
competition used Kalman filter ensemble of multilayer per-
ceptron neural networks for RUL estimation [43].
Data-driven approach faces the following challenges:
• Usage of multivariate and noisy data requires a robust
algorithm.
• Because most of the techniques are based on approx-
imation, uncertainty management must be taken into
consideration which is another challenge.
• Sometimes, the results are not intuitive because of the
absence of physical knowledge about the system.
• It can be computationally intensive due to large datasets
that affect the real-time performance. Well-designed
algorithm and suitable resources can overcome this prob-
lem, but it remains a challenge in development.
• Overfitting and overgeneralization while training the
algorithm can affect the results tremendously.
• There is unavailability of data, especially for newlydevel-
oped systems.
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Fig. 13 Data-driven
prognostics methodology [25]
Wang et al. [44] proposed a generic probabilistic framework
for structural health prognostics and uncertainty manage-
ment. The proposed methodology succeeded in solving two
problems facing the data-driven approaches. The first one
is establishing a generic framework that can be followed in
developing data-driven systems instead of being application
specific. The second is propagating uncertainty for RUL esti-
mation uncertainty management.
Zio and Di Maio [45] developed a similarity-based algo-
rithms for online identification of failure modes and RUL
estimation of nuclear systems. The computational perfor-
mance analysis of the proposed methodology showed its
applicability for online application. However, the algorithm
is tested on an Intel® Core2 Duo of 1.83 GHz that exists in
normal personal computers and not vehicles onboard com-
puters.
Hu et al. [46] proposed an ensemble of multiple data-
driven algorithms to achieve a performance better than each
individual algorithm. This method is efficient because it is
not limited to the proposed algorithms, but allows addition
of any other data-driven algorithm.
It could be a good solution to combine both physics-based
and data-driven methodologies into one hybrid approach to
gain the benefits from each and overcome its limitation.
Hybrid approach
As mentioned above, each technique, either PoF or data
driven, has some limitations. A hybrid (or fusion) approach
is combining both data-driven and PoF approaches together
to get the best from each, i.e., PoF can compensate the lack
of data and data driven compensates the lack of knowledge
about system physics. This fusion can be performed either
before RUL estimation which is called pre-estimate where
PoF and data driven are fused to perform RUL estimation or
after RUL estimation by fusing the results from each indi-
vidual approach to obtain the final RUL called post-estimate
[47].
Cheng and Pecht [48] presented a nine-step fusion
approach for RUL estimation of electronic products, Fig.
14. These steps can be used to develop a fusion approach
for any other application. However, it is not the only way to
implement this approach.
Cheng and Pecht [48] presented a case study for RUL
estimation using fusion approach for ceramic capacitors.
Another application based on this approach is the prognostics
of lithium ion battery [49]. Goebel et al. [50] used a fusion
approach for aircraft engines bearing, and the results show
that thismethod givesmore accurate and robust outcome than
using either data driven or PoF alone.
Although this approach is used to eliminate the drawbacks
of PoF and data-drivenmethods and gain their benefits, it also
carries the disadvantages of both methods to a certain extent,
but of course not by the same level if each technique is used
individually.
The Kalman filter which is adaptive in nature and particle
filter are used for the implementation of this methodology.
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Fig. 14 Fusion approach [48]
One may ask how I can select appropriate prognostics
approach for certain applications. Goebel [47] answered this
question by presenting a flowchart based on the requirements
(Fig. 15). This flowchart is a nice and handy guide for select-
ing the prognostics approach.
Prognostics applications
In the last few years, great attention has been given to
prognostics due to its good effect in improving complex engi-
neering systems health management.
Prognostics has a great contribution in different fields such
as in medicine where the future course and outcome of the
disease processes are predicted after treatment [51] and in
everyday weather forecast. Medicine and weather forecast
are mature prognostics applications that already proved its
applicability.We are here concerned about prognostics appli-
cations in engineering fields which is still an Achilles’ heel
in CBM and needs to be matured enough as in medicine and
weather forecast.
Prognostics applications can be online and works in real
time or near real time whether it is onboard or off-board.
Prognostics also can be applied off-line regardless of the
operation time of the monitored system. The real-time prog-
nostics takes online data from the data acquisition system
to perform RUL estimation and gives a warning about the
impending failure to allow system reconfiguration and mis-
sion replaning. The off-line prognostics system uses fleet
wide system data and performs deep data mining processes
that could not be performed onboard in real time due to the
lack of resources and time criticality. The results from off-
line prognostics system can be used in maintenance planning
and decision making for logistics support management.
Prognostics is originally one of the forecasting applica-
tions (Fig. 16).
Applying prognostics in the engineering field is not easy
because system’s EoL must be forecasted accurately in suf-
ficient time in advance to allow the controller to react and
prevent system failure. In this section, we demonstrate some
of the prognostics applications in different engineering fields.
Vehicles prognostics applications
As long as safety is one of the most important aspects that
prognostics is created for, many prognostics applications are
directed towards safety critical parts of vehicles especially in
aerospace.
In one of the US patent application, a vehicle diagnos-
tics and prognostics system is developed [52]. The system
is composed from the VMC which performs diagnostics and
prognostics functions, VON that provides the communica-
tion between VMC and other onboard processors, sensors
that give readings about vehicle subsystems operational
data to the VMC through VON, vehicle maintenance data-
base that provides VMC with maintenance information, and
transceiver for communication with the central base station
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Fig. 15 Prognostics approach selection [47]
which has a centralized diagnostics and prognostics system
(Fig. 17).
When anomaly is detected by the VMC diagnostics sys-
tem, the prognostics system is triggered for data trending
based on the available information in the vehicle database.
The vehicle driver is informed about the impending failure
by a message sent to the vehicle display. A file about the
predicted failure is sent to the centralized diagnostics and
prognostics system in the base station. If the VMC cannot
trend the upcoming failure based on the available vehicle
data, it sends amaintenancemessage to the base stationwhich
uses fleet-wide data to perform prognostics. The result from
central diagnostics and prognostics system is then uploaded
to the VMC.
One of the most important prognostics system has been
developed for EMA which plays a dominant rule in con-
trolling surfaces of new-generation fly-by-wire aircraft and
spacecraft in severe conditions [53,54]. EMA is a safety crit-
ical part. The ability to confidently monitor, diagnose, and
prognose EMA can save lives as well as millions of dollars.
NASA Ames Diagnostic & Prognostic Group in collabora-
tion with Impact, Moog, Georgia Institute of Technology,
California Polytechnic State University, Oregon State Uni-
versity, and US Army developed a very useful PHM system
for EMA. The developed system can be used onboard in
real time to provide current and predicted EMA health that
allows safe reconfiguration. To achieve this goal, a flyable
electromechanical actuator test stand is developed and used
in laboratory experiments as well as in flight onboard UH-60
Blackhawk aircraft. After the diagnostics system catches the
fault, the prognostics system which uses GPR is initiated for
RUL estimation based on the fault mode and intersection of
fault progression with the fault threshold. Results show that
prediction error of time to failure is less than 10%.
Aircraft gas turbine engine is a safety critical system that
needs to be health monitored and proactively maintained.
Due to the complexity of such a system, creation of physical
model for system prognostics is very difficult and costly.
ANN can identify faulty and nominal system behavior if
it is trained appropriately. It also has the ability of novelty
detection, but needs massive training data and looks like a
black box. Datamining rule extraction tools can also perform
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Fig. 16 Forecast applications [7]
Fig. 17 Vehicle diagnostics
and prognostics system [52]
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Fig. 18 TREPAN algorithm
[55]
the same task and give more insight into the behavior than
ANN.
Brotherton et al. [55] used a combination between ANN
and rule based for development of online aircraft prognostics
system to take the benefits from both techniques. This com-
bination is based on an algorithm called TREPAN Fig. 18.
The idea about this system is to use DL-EBF neural networks
to learn system nominal and faulty state as well as stages of
fault progression. The benefit of usingDL-EBF is that it gives
more insight into the system dynamics. The rule extraction
module data mines the neural network by queries to gener-
ate the rules used for trending. The good things about this
system is that it does not require massive data for training,
especially at the beginning of fault evolution, good statistical
performance, discovery of new rules, novelty detection, and
real-time performance.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory did a feasibility
study for development of embedded real-time prognostics
system for gas turbine engine AGT1500 used on the M1
Abrams tank [56]. This work is sponsored by the US Army
Logistics Integration Agency for evaluating the ROI from
prognostics technology. The system is developed as an ad
hoc for already manufactured engines. It uses 25 sensors
originally installed by the manufacturer and 13 other sensors
are added for the purpose of system development. Additional
data acquisition system is used for sensors readings collection
and processing. Amicroprocessor(s) is used for data analysis
and EoL prediction. This system is called REDI-PRO and is
an extension of TEDANN. RUL estimation is done using
regression analysis. Results showed that the benefit of the
prognostics system is its cost of about 11:1 which prooves
the applicability of prognostics in such effective areas.
Industrial applications
Prognostics plays a dominant rules in industry to increase
system availability and utility.
Yan et al. [23] developed an online prognostics algorithm
for machine performance assessment to monitor system
health and predict future failure. This allows proactive main-
tenance in various industries such as an elevator doormotion.
The algorithm is implemented in three steps:
• Using logistic regression to build a model that maps per-
formance parameters to the probability of failure.
• Real-time system performance is evaluated by inputting
online data on the model.
• RUL estimation is obtained by using autoregressivemov-
ing average and the prediction is dynamically updated
with time.
This approach can be applied to various industries to know
the component health in real time as well as its predicted
future state.
Bonissone and Goebel [57] developed a very useful and
practical online prognostics system using hybrid soft com-
puting model to estimate time to break in the wet-end part
of the paper making machine and give an early indication
about this break. Themethodology is divided into two stages:
training stage which is performed off-line and the testing
stage that runs online. In the training stage, the historical
Web break data are collected by sensors. The collected data
are then preprocessed (data scrubbing, segmentation, filter-
ing, and smoothing) and analyzed (variable selection and
principal component analysis). After that ANFIS model is
built and fitted to the training data, the online testing stage
starts. Data are collected online and preprocessed the same
way as in training then input to the ANFIS model for time
to break calculation. The output from ANFIS model drives a
stop light metaphor which stays green in the normal condi-
tions, the yellow light is turned on 90 min before break, and
the red light if the time to break becomes 60 min. A block
diagram of this process is shown in Fig. 19.
Electronics applications
Electronics are very important and are used widely in com-
plex systems such as aircraft and spacecraft. The failure of
such electronics can lead to a failure of the whole system.
Electronics used in such complex systems are always exposed
to thermal cycle loads that affect its operation. The develop-
ment of embedded diagnostics and prognostics system that
runs onboard in real time with low power and cost is a chal-
lenge.
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Fig. 19 Hybrid soft computing model for prognostics [57]
Fig. 20 PoF methodology for
embedded prognostics [58]
Rouet et al. [58] presented PWA as a case study of embed-
ded diagnostics and prognostics system for electronics. The
system is implemented using a data logger of the type Life-
time Assessment Monitoring System. Data are collected by
in situ smart sensors and then prediction is made using the
PoF technique (Fig. 20). The results are evaluated by com-
paring the output from the algorithm to the results from
accelerated tests performed on the PWAs. Results showed
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very lowdiscrepancies between the real experimentmeasure-
ments and the model output which ensures the applicability
of this method.
Tuchband and Pecht [37] used prognostics for military
LRU exposed to severe flight conditions. The use of prog-
nostics was a part of complete interactive supply chain for
the US military. The LRU is monitored online by an embed-
ded sensor. Sensor data are transferred remotely to the base
station using a wireless communication. After data analysis,
the result of this analysis is uploaded to aWeb portal for RUL
estimation. Integration of wireless communication,Web por-
tals, and prognostics allows not onlyRULestimation, but also
availability of this data for multiple users worldwide.
Battery applications
Recent years have seen a rapidly growing interest in research
on Li-ion battery health monitoring and prognostics with a
focus on battery capacity estimation and RUL estimation.
Saha and Goebel [59] found a base for health manage-
ment application for energy storage devices by presenting
an empirical model to describe battery behavior during indi-
vidual discharge cycles and over its cycle life. This model is
used further for RUL estimation.
Wang et al. [60] introduced a novel methodology for
Li-ion battery prognostics. This methodology is based on
RVM to find the RTVs. Then RTVs are used to calculate
the parameters of the conditional three-parameter capacity
degradation model using least square regression. Finally, the
RUL is obtained by extrapolating the fitted model to reach
the failure threshold.
Hu et al. [61] proposed a multiscale framework with
extended Kalman filter for state of charge and capacity esti-
mation. Then Hu et al. [62] extended this work and used
Gauss–Hermite particle filter to project the capacity fade and
calculate the RUL with high accuracy and uncertainty repre-
sentation of the estimate.
Hu et al. [63] proposed a data-driven methodology for
estimating the capacity of Li-ion battery based on the charge
voltage and current curves. In this methodology, five charac-
teristic features of the charge curves are defined to indicate
the capacity. Then a regression model based on k-nearest
neighbor is developed to identify the relation between the five
features and the capacity. Particle swarmoptimization is used
to find the optimum weight combination of the five features.
This data-driven methodology was verified and accurately
estimated the capacity of Li-ion battery.
Onboard resources used to run prognostics algorithm are
always a barrier for the deployment of prognostics solu-
tions. To resolve this challenge, Saha et al. [64] developed
a distributed prognostics algorithm using GPR. All com-
puter nodes run diagnostics routines, once an off-nominal
situation is detected, and nodes running prognostics module
related to the fault mode engages in RUL estimation. Wire-
less communication between nodes is used which imposes
more difficulty to the system. A case study for battery health
management is conducted to prove the concept. Distributed
prognostics algorithm can be considered as a large step for-
ward in prognostics algorithm development.
All of the discussed prognostics applications were just
examples, whereas the prognostics applications could not
be counted. Prognostics is widely used and applied in sev-
eral engineering areas such as unmanned aerial vehicle
propulsion, military aircraft turbofan oil systems, semicon-
ductor manufacturing, cracks in rotating machinery, heating,
air conditioning, wheeled mobile robots, electronics, gas
turbines, actuators, aerospace structures, aircraft engines,
clutch systems, batteries, bearings, and hydraulic pumps and
motors. Prognostics is also involved in many projects related
to the nuclear industry due to its criticality, e.g., nuclear plant
life prediction NULIFE [4]. As the prognostics technology is
improving, in the near future it will be part of almost all sys-
tems, from the very complex ones to household equipment.
Prognostics challenges
Like any other developing technology, prognostics is facing
some challenges. The PCoE addressed the following prog-
nostics challenges:
• uncertain management;
• autonomic control reconfiguration based on prognostics
output;
• integration of different and sparse data collected from
interconnected subsystems to be processed;
• prognostics system validation and verification;
• post-prognostics reasoning.
Those are not the only challenges in prognostics. Long-term
prediction, data trending correctness, variability in external
affecting factor that is difficult to be quantified [65], availabil-
ity of run-to-failure data, accelerated aging test for off-line
algorithm evaluation, developing of real-time algorithm [66],
prognostics requirement specification [11], and prognostics
standardization are also challenges.
Here, we will discuss the following major challenges:
uncertainty management, validation and verifications, prog-
nostics standardization, and post-prognostics reasoning.
Uncertainty management
Prognostics in nature is anuncertain process, because it incor-
porates projection of damage progression into future.
Future loads and environmental conditions used in prog-
nostics cannot be accurately predicted. Besides, there are
several parameters imposing uncertainty on prognostics.
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These parameters exist in the whole system life cycle from
design to operation and support.
Assumptions during system design and development, AIT
equipment and tools, system model, system inputs, distur-
bances, data processing, sensors, state estimation techniques,
RUL estimation approaches, performancemetrics…, etc. are
of course imperfect and participate in uncertainty growth.
Sankararaman and Goebel [67] presented a very good
overview of the state of the art of uncertainty quantification
and management in prognostics and health monitoring. They
classified uncertainty sources into four main categories:
• Present state uncertainty which is the result from sen-
sor noise, gain and bias, data processing, filtering, and
estimation techniques.
• Future uncertainty that appears due to loading, environ-
mental, and operating conditions.
• Modeling uncertainty: as its name indicates, it comes
from all kinds of models used in the prognostics process,
e.g., system model and failure model.
• Prediction method uncertainty.
Figure 21 shows how uncertainties from multiple sources
affect RUL estimation. Figure 21a shows how indefinite fail-
ure criterion can move the intersection point between the
extrapolated damage and the failure threshold and how the
noisy measurement results in several damage propagation
models. Figure 21b shows how the extrapolated trending
parameter(s) varies according to model accuracy. Model
inaccuracy can be represented by the probability density
function (PDF) of the trending parameter and can be extrapo-
lated into the future usingmethods such asKalman or particle
filters.
Uncertainty in prognostics cannot be eliminated com-
pletely, instead it can be managed by noise modeling,
algorithm overfitting avoidance, model training, and using
hybrid forecasting techniques.
Accuracy and precession are the simplest ways tomeasure
uncertainty in EoL prediction [68] Fig. 22.
In practice, the error in the RUL estimation is not nor-
mally distributed, and sometimes parametric distribution is
not even known.When the distribution is not normal, it is bet-
ter to use median instead of mean to represent the location of
the estimation and interquartile range instead of variance to
measure the spread. Visualization of data can be done using
error bars and box plots Fig. 23.
Saxena et al. [7] laid a very good and efficient concept
for incorporating uncertainty. Instead of using single point
estimate and measuring the difference between the estimated
EoL and actual EoL, an error bound is presented which is
called α-bounds (Fig. 24). This α-bound does not have to
be symmetric especially in prognostics, which prefers early
prediction than late prediction. By integration of the area
under the PDF curve from α- to α+ and comparing the result
to predefined threshold β, we can know if the prediction is
within α-bounds or not and is called the β-criterion. The
parameter β is defined to establish a relationship between
uncertainty and risk tolerance of the system.
RUL estimation is so important to the ISHM decision-
making process. The amount of uncertainty in RUL esti-
mation informs the decision maker about the percentage of
how much he/she can rely on prognostics system results.
For this reason, researchers in the past few years identified
the RUL estimation task as an uncertainty propagation prob-
lem [69]. Sankararaman and Goebel [70] and Sankararaman
et al. [71] proposed analytical methods such as the most
probable point concept and first-order reliability methods to
propagate different sources of uncertainty toRULestimation.
These analytical methods are not computationally expensive
as sampling methods, which make it useful for online appli-
cations. Also, the results from these methods do not change
on repetition.
Although the trend of solving RUL estimation problem
as an uncertainty propagation task is useful, it focuses only
on mathematical methods and neglects the usage of AI tech-
niques which are commonly used in prognostics.
Validation and verification
Validation and verification of the prognostics process is
highly required, because deployment of the prognostics
system could not be done before the assurance of its per-
formance. Developing a good prognostics algorithm without
the ability to quantify its performance makes it useless.
Having performance metrics is very important because:
• They help in the creation and evaluation of requirement
specification needed for system design Fig. 25.
• They assess which part of the prognostics system affects
its performance that helps in performance improvement.
• They can be used in comparison between different algo-
rithms in a standardized way [6].
• They are also used to identify the week areas in prognos-
tics that requires more researches.
• Performance metrics are used to identify ROI which is a
very important aspect that defines whether to deploy the
prognostics system or not [6].
Since the beginning of applying prognostics concept,
focus was only on prognostics algorithms development.
Recently, the ISHM community paid too much attention to
the importance of having prognostics metrics.
Prognostics performance metrics can be classified as fol-
lows:
Functional classification It can be considered as the most
important and widely used classification. It is based on the
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Fig. 21 a Effects of
measurement uncertainty. b




information that the metrics provides to fulfill certain func-
tions Fig. 26.
End user-based classification This classification is based on
customer requirements. Each one sees the benefits of the
prognostics system from different points of view that need to
be quantified by specificmetrics. This classification is shown
in Table 1.
Performance of prognostics algorithm should improve
with time as more data become available. Prediction at the
beginning of life is normally less confident than the pre-
diction just before failure. A good algorithm should give a
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Fig. 22 Accuracy and precession representation of uncertainty
Fig. 23 Representation of different types of distributions [7]
confident prediction with suitable time in advance and the
prediction confidence should evolve with time.
That is why prognostics metrics should be dynamic and
take into consideration the changing of algorithm perfor-
mance with time. Saxena et al. [7] presented four sequential
prognostics specific metrics that evaluate prognostics per-
formance and consider the effect of time scale into the
performance evaluation.
Fig. 24 Uncertainty concept [7]
The four new prognostics performance metrics track the
performance change with time and is presented as a waterfall
model. If the algorithmmeets the first metric, the second one
can be applied if not the second metric cannot be applied
(Fig. 27). These metrics are prognostics horizon, α − λ per-
formance, relative accuracy, and convergence.
The first metric is the prognostics horizon (PH). PH
determines how far in advance before EoL the prognostics
algorithm predicts RUL with the desired performance that is
identified by α-bounds and evaluated by β-criterion. Equa-
tion (1) is used for PH calculation
PH = tEoL − tαβ, (1)
where: iαβ = min{ j |( jp) ∧ (π [r( j)]+α−α) ≥ β} is the first
time index when predictions satisfy β-criterion for a given α,
p is the set of all time indexes when predictions are made, l
is the index for lth UUT, β is the minimum acceptable prob-
ability mass, r( j) is the predicted RUL distribution at time
t j , tEoL is the predicted EoL, π [r( j)]+α−α is the probability
mass of the prediction PDF within the α-bounds, PH can
be used for comparing the performance of two algorithms
(Fig. 28).
If the algorithm meets the PH horizon requirements, we
can apply the second metric, α − λ Performance. This met-
ric checks whether the algorithm stays within the required
accuracy margin (α-bounds) at a specified time t. As the
algorithm approaches EoL, the required accuracy margin at
a specific time instance shrinks, which means that the algo-
rithm performance must improves with time as more data
become available to be the best just before the EoL. Theα−λ
performance metric creates an accuracy cone that converges
with time (Fig. 29).
The α −λ performance is a binary measure. Pass, no pass
concept is applied in this metric as identified by (2).
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Fig. 25 Performance metrics helps in creation and evaluation of the requirement specification [7]
Fig. 26 Functional classification of performance metrics (adapted from [6,7])
α − λaccuracy =
{
1 if π [r( j)]+α−α) ≥ β
0 otherwise
, (2)
where λ is the time windowmodifier such that t = tp + (tEoL-
tp), β is the minimum acceptable probability for β-criterion,
r(iλ) is the predicted RUL at time index iλ, π [r( j)]+α−α is the
probability mass of the prediction PDF within the α-bounds.
The third metric that is used after the first and the second
metrics are satisfied is the measure of how the prognos-
tics algorithm prediction improves with time with respect to
actual RUL. This can be measured using relative accuracy
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Table 1 End user based classification (adapted from [6])
End user Goals Metrics
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Designer Design and develop the
prognostics system
based on the user
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feedback from the
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future design
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RA and cumulative relative accuracy CRA. This measure is
almost the same as the α − λ performance, but the calcula-
tion is performed with respect to the actual RUL. The RA is
a normalized error between the predicted RUL and the actual
RUL at a specific time index i. The range of RA is from 0 to
1, the best result is 1. It is calculated according to (3).





where: λ is the time window modifier such that t = tp+
(tEoL-tp), l is the index for lth UUT, r ∗ (iλ) is the ground
truth RUL at time index iλ, r(iλ) is an appropriate central
tendency point estimate of the predicted RUL distribution at
time index iλ. The illustration of RA is given in Fig. 30.
RA evaluates the algorithm at specific time instant. If we
need to evaluate the general behavior of the algorithm over
time, a CRA is a good method. Using CRA, one can evaluate
the algorithm at multiple time instance till t . CRA is calcu-
lated as a normalized weighted sum of RAs at multiple time







where: w(rl(i)) is a weight factor as a function of RUL
at all time indices, P is the set of all time indexes before
tλ when a prediction is made, |P| is the cardinality of the
set. The fourth measure is convergence. Convergence quanti-
fies how fast the algorithm performance improves with time
based on specified measure as accuracy or precision. It is
defined as the distance between the centroid of the area under
the prediction accuracy or precision curve and the origin.
The shorter the distance the better the convergence of the
algorithm Fig. 31. Equation (5) shows how to calculate the
convergence.
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Fig. 28 PH based on point prediction, PH based on β-criterion [7]
CM =
√
(xc − tp)2 + y2c , (5)
where: CM is the Euclidean distance between the center of
mass (xc, yc) and (tP , 0), M(i) is a nonnegative prediction
accuracy or precision metric with a time varying value, (xc,
yc) is the center of mass of the area under the curve M(i)
between tP and tEoU P .
The previously discussed metrics are very useful and can
be considered as an achievement in establishment of prognos-
tics specific performance metrics. Some other problems still
need to be resolved, such as the connection between top-level
user requirements and performance metrics. Also, the previ-
ously discussed metrics can be used for off-line prognostics
algorithm evaluation, so there is a need for online prognos-
tics algorithm evaluation where the ground truth data are not
available. Accurate and applicable prognostics performance
metrics are needed to obtain a standardized methodology for
algorithms validation, verification, certification, and to com-
pare between different algorithms efficiently.
Fig. 29 a RUL versus EoL. b RUL error versus EoL [7]
Fig. 30 Relative accuracy [7]
Prognostics standardization
Prognostics standardization is highly required to allow easy,
fast, and effective prognostics system development and
deployment. It will also unify the concepts within the com-
munity and help in identifying technology gaps that need
more attention.
Prognostics standardization can be divided into three
types: standardization in prognostics terms and definitions,
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Fig. 31 Convergence of three different algorithms [7]
standardization in prognostics systemdevelopment, and stan-
dardization in prognostics metrics.
Standardization in prognostics terms and definitions is
intended to remove ambiguity when using different termi-
nologies. This will help clear understanding while reading
and discussing any prognostics topic.
ISO-13372 and ISO-13381-1 [72] presents some of these
terms and vocabularies. Prognostics national framework [7]
contains a rich glossary of prognostics terms like RUL, UUT,
EoL…, etc. as well as definitions like time index, time of
detection of fault, prognostics features …. etc.
Standardization in prognostics system development is
aimed at generalizing the prognostics process, informa-
tion exchange within prognostics system, implementation of
prognostics system, and prognostics system design method-
ology. Because prognostics is the key enabler of CBM, the
standardization of prognostics system development is iden-
tified within the CBM system development.
ISO-13374 provides a general framework of CBM Fig. 2.
OSA-CBM uses the framework presented in [12] and intro-
duces a standard way to implement this framework. It defines
how to implement each CBMcomponent part by defining the
data types and the information flow between these compo-
nents. OSA-CBM is written in UML to simplify software
engineers’ task. Existence of such open system architec-
ture implies a large cost saving, because there is no need
to develop each CBM system from scratch. Instead, one can
use the already developed standard components. Also each
vendor can master definite parts of the CBM system instead
of developing the entire one, which also allows competition
and cooperation between different vendors.
ISO-13381-1 correlates prognostics processwithmonitor-
ing and decision-making processes within the e-maintenance
architecture (Fig. 32).
Based on the work done in [13] and ISO-13381-1, Voisin
et al. [9] presented a formalization of a generic prognostics
process. This formalization is based on five steps:
• Formalization of the prognosis process environment.
This is achieved by defining the relation between prog-
nostics process and other business processes such as
monitoring, diagnostics, and decision support. It also
defines the connections between processes.
• Formalization of the prognosis final purpose. The general
method is defined for calculating the final output of prog-
nostics which is the RUL. This is performed by defining
Fig. 32 Integrated system of proactive maintenance ISPM [72]
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Fig. 33 Prognostics decision support system [73]
two things: the first is the threshold of the component
performance (usually its EoL); the second is the func-
tional threshold of the whole system performance which
defines the limits of the safe and useful system operation.
• Formalization of the functional decomposition of the
prognosis. For RUL calculation, the prognostics process
is divided into four sub-processes: three of them are in
sequence to computeRUL (“To initialize state and perfor-
mances”, “To project” and “To compute RUL”) and the
fourth one (“To pilot prognosis”) coordinates the work
of the three other sub-processes.
• Formalization of the coordination of the sub-processes
needed to fulfill the prognosis mission. This is achieved
by creating a sequence diagram of the prognostics.
• Formalization of the prognosis objects and data. Classes
diagrams are presented for prognosis data and objects
basedon theOSA-CBMstandards [13]. This presentation
is created using UML classes diagram representation.
The standardization in prognostics metrics allows a stan-
dardized methodology to evaluate, validate, and compare
different prognostics algorithm. Prognostics metrics has
already been discussed in the validation and verification sec-
tion.
Another type of prognostics standardization is the uni-
fication of research objectives. This unification is not yet
considered by the research community, although it will help
to fill the gaps in prognostics technology and create an inte-
grated effort to resolve prognostics challenges.
Post prognostics reasoning
The prognostics system provides one of the information
pieces (RUL with the corresponding confidence level) that
the decision maker uses with other pieces of information
to take appropriate decision about system maintenance and
operation to increase system reliability, safety, and avail-
ability as well as reduce total life cycle cost and logistics
footprint. That is, having valuable information is important
but using this valuable information correctly and efficiently
is much more important.
Post-prognostics reasoning is a challenge because it
requires developing an integrated information system that
links the operation, maintenance, logistics, decision support,
and decision making, all together in a way that allows each
user to benefit from the information that other users have
without making any interruption to the system.
ISO-13381-1 defines what to do practically with prognos-
tics information. It identifies the alert (alarm) point for the
remaining life before failure of the system that allows taking
the required counteraction to rescue system function from
failure. Another defined point is the trip (shutdown) limit, at
which the system is turned off before failure. Trip limit is
normally less than the failure threshold of the system.
The defined limits in ISO-13381-1 do not show the full
picture of the post-prognostics reasoning. Iyer, Goebel, and
Bonissone [73] developed a decision support system that
uses information from a reliable prognostics system and pro-
duces different evaluated decisions to the decision maker to
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enhance logistics of a fleet of assets. A block diagram of this
system is shown in Fig. 33.
The information from theOBPHM is processed in PDSM.
PDSM is composed from two modules, the IP and the
MODSS. The IP deals with the incoming information and
checks its consistency, deals with uncertainty, and aggregates
all of these information to be more useful by the MODSS
module. The MODSS module contains two submodules the
OpSIM module, and the EMOO module. MODSS module
provides different ranked decisions and evaluates its impact
on the operation. The output from MODSS is presented to
the user on an HMI.
More and more implementations of automated decision
support systems based on prognostics information are needed
to increase the benefit from prognostics system and increase
its applicability and acceptance by the engineering commu-
nity.
Conclusion
Prognostics is quickly evolving, but still needsmore attention
from governments, industries, and academia to become less
of an art and more of a science. This could be done if all
efforts in this field are integrated together to obtain a clear and
definite steps for prognostics system design, development,
validation, and verification.
In this paper, we tried to present a complete vision
about prognostics as a major component part of ISHM.
We gathered a lot of sparse information about prognostics
and combined all of these information together to present
an integrated work that shows the importance of prognos-
tics and its influencing rule in ISHM. We also clarified
how the maintenance strategies can shift from “fail and fix”
to “predict and prevent” based on the proactivity in prog-
nostics and how prognostics is the main building block
in CBM. The concept that relates prognostics to health
management has been also introduced (PHM). After that,
we discussed the prognostics approaches, their advantages
and disadvantages, and how to use the suitable technique
according to the prognostics problem definition.We also pre-
sented a lot of prognostics applications which have been
already deployed or are just an experiment. Finally, we
addressed the more challenging aspects in prognostics and
how the research community is trying to resolve these chal-
lenges.
This literature review paper about prognostics is mainly
intended for new prognostics researchers. Professional prog-
nostics researchers who delve into the details of different
prognostics aspects can also benefit from this paper to recall
the concepts.
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